The University of Illinois Student Code Section I-402 (b) lists four different
categories of plagiarism violations: (1) copying, (2) direct quotation, (3) paraphrase,
and (4) borrowed facts or information. 1

Tips and Strategies for Avoiding Plagiarism:

1. Put in quotations everything that comes directly from the text especially when taking
notes.
2. Paraphrase, but be sure you are not just rearranging or replacing a few words.
Instead, read over what you want to paraphrase carefully; cover up the text with your
hand, or close the text so you can’t see any of it (and so aren’t tempted to use the text as a
“guide”). Write out the idea in your own words without peeking.
3. Check your paraphrase against the original text to be sure you have not accidentally
used the same phrases or words, and that the information is accurate.
4. Whether to cite: common knowledge versus interpretation:
Common knowledge: facts that can be found in numerous places and are likely to be
known by a lot of people.
Example: John F. Kennedy was elected President of the United States in 1960.
This is generally known information. You do not need to document this fact.
However, you must document facts that are not generally known and ideas that interpret
facts.
Example: According to the American Family Leave Coalition’s new book, Family Issues
and Congress, President Bush’s relationship with Congress has hindered family leave
legislation (6).
The idea that “Bush’s relationship with Congress has hindered family leave legislation” is
not a fact but an interpretation; consequently, you need to cite your source.
Brief list of what needs to be credited or documented:
•
•
•
•
•

Words or ideas presented in a magazine, book, newspaper, song, TV program,
movie, Web page, computer program, letter, advertisement, or any other medium
Information you gain through interviewing or conversing with another person,
face to face, over the phone, or in writing
When you copy the exact words or a unique phrase
When you reprint any diagrams, illustrations, charts, pictures, or other visual
materials
When you reuse or repost any electronically-available media, including images,
audio, video, or other media

Bottom line: document any words, ideas, or other productions that originate
somewhere outside of you. 2
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EXAMPLES OF PLAGIARISM:
1. Direct Quotation Plagiarism
Source Material
From: Ekman, Paul, Wallace V. Friesen, and Phoebe Ellsworth. Emotion in the Human
Face: Guidelines for Research and an Integration of Findings. New York: Pergamon,
1972. Print.
Page 1: The human face in repose and in movement, at the moment of death as in life, in
silence and in speech, when alone and with others, when seen or sensed from within, in
actuality or as represented in art or recorded by the camera is a commanding, complicated,
and at times confusing source of information. The face is commanding because of its
very visibility and omnipresence. While sounds and speech are intermittent, the face even
in repose can be informative. And, except by veils or masks, the face cannot be hidden
from view. There is no facial maneuver equivalent to putting one's hands in one's pockets.
Further, the face is the location for sensory inputs, life-necessary intake, and
communicative output. The face is the site for the sense receptors of taste, smell, sight,
and hearing, the intake organs for food, water, and air, and the output location for speech.
The face is also commanding because of its role in early development; it is prior to
language in the communication between parent and child.
Misuse of source (italicized passages indicate direct plagiarism):
Many experts agree that the human face, whether in repose or in movement, is a
commanding, complicated, and sometimes confusing source of information. The face is
commanding because it's visible and omnipresent. Although sounds and speech may be
intermittent, the face even in repose may give information. And, except by veils or masks,
the face cannot be hidden. Also, the face is the location for sensory inputs, life-supporting
intake, and communication.
Comment
The plagiarized passage is an almost verbatim copy of the original source. The writer has
compressed the author's opinions into fewer sentences by omitting several phrases and
sentences. But this compression does not disguise the writer's reliance on this text for the
concepts he passes off as his own. The writer tries to disguise his indebtedness by
beginning with the phrase "Many experts agree that. . . . " This reference to "many
experts" makes it appear that the writer was somehow acknowledging the work of
scholars "too numerous to mention." The plagiarized passage makes several subtle
changes in language (e.g., it changes "visibility and omnipresence" to "it's visible and
omnipresent"). The writer has made the language seem more informal in keeping with his
own writing style. He ignores any embellishments or additional information given in the
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source-passage. He contents himself with borrowing the sentence about how only masks
and veils can hide the face, without using the follow-up elaboration about there not being
a "facial equivalent to putting one's hands in one's pockets." He also reduces the source's
list of the face's diverse activities at the end of the paragraph.
Had the writer enclosed the borrowed material in quotation marks and credited the
authors of the Emotionsbook with a parenthetical citation, this would have been a
legitimate use of a source.

2. Paraphrase Plagiarism
Source Material
From: Fishman, Joshua. Language in Sociocultural Change. Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1972. Print.
Page 67: In a relatively open and fluid society there will be few characteristics of lowerclass speech that are not also present (albeit to a lesser extent) in the speech of the
working and lower middle classes. Whether we look to phonological features such as
those examined by Labov or to morphological units such as those reported by Fischer
(1958) (Fischer studied the variation between -in' and -ing for the present participle
ending, i.e. runnin' vs. running and found that the former realization was more common
when children were talking to each other than when they were talking to him, more
common among boys than girls, and more common among "typical boys" than among
"model boys"), we find not a clear-cut cleavage between the social classes but a
difference in rate of realization of particular variants of particular variables for particular
contexts. Even the widely publicized distinction between the "restricted code" of lowerclass speakers and the "elaborate code" of middle-class speakers (Bernstein 1964, 1966)
is of this type, since Bernstein includes the cocktail party and the religious service among
the social situations in which restricted codes are realized. Thus, even in the somewhat
more stratified British setting, the middle class is found to share some of the features of
what is considered to be "typically" lower-class speech. Obviously then, "typicality," if it
has any meaning at all in relatively open societies, must refer largely to repertoire range
rather than to unique features of the repertoire.
Misuse of source (italicized passages indicate direct plagiarism):
In a relatively fluid society many characteristics of lower-class speech will also be found
among the working and lower middle classes. Labov and Fischer's studies show
that there is not a clear-cut cleavage between social classes but only a difference in the
frequency of certain speech modes. All classes share certain speech patterns. The
difference among classes would only be apparent by the frequency with which speech
expressions or patterns appeared. By this standard, then, Bernstein's distinction between
the "restricted code" of the lower-class speakers and the "elaborated code" of middleclass speakers is useful only up to a point, since Bernstein mentions cocktail parties and
religious services as examples of "restricted speech" groupings. "Typicality" refers more
to speech "range" than to particular speech features.

Comment
While this passage contains relatively few direct borrowings from the original source, all
its ideas and opinions are lifted from it. The writer hides her dependency on the source by
translating its academic terms into more credible language for a novice in sociology. For
example, the plagiarist steers clear of sophisticated terms like "phonological features,"
"morphological units," and "repertoire range." However, her substitutions are in
themselves clues to her plagiarism, since they over-generalize the source's meaning. The
writer seems to acknowledge secondary sources when she refers to Labov's and Fischer's
studies, but she obviously has no first-hand knowledge of their research. If she had
consulted these studies, she should have cited them directly and included them in the
Works Cited list, rather than pretending that both she and her audience would be
completely familiar with them. She intertwines her own opinions with the source and
forms a confused, plagiarized mass.
The writer should have acknowledged her indebtedness to her source by eliminating
borrowed phrases and crediting her paragraph as a paraphrase of the original material.
She could also have put quotation marks around the borrowed phrases and cited them
appropriately: “As Fishman explains, phonological studies by Labov and Fischer show
that “there is not a clear-cut cleavage between social classes but only a difference” in the
frequency of certain speech modes (Fishman 67).

4. Insufficient Acknowledgement of Borrowed Facts or Information
Source: Laven, Peter. Renaissance Italy: 1464-1534. New York: Capricorn, 1964. Print.
The tenacious particularism of the Italian state gave rise to a wide variety of
constitutional solutions and class structures throughout Italy. Even conquered territories
and those swallowed up by bigger neighboring powers often managed to retain much of
their internal organization as it had been. If power changed hands, the instruments and
forms of power usually remained the same. Since the economic needs of such territories
did not suddenly alter with a change of government or master, those classes which had
been important before the change tended to continue to be important afterwards as well.
Only when the nature of the change was economic and social might there have been a
reversal in the relationships of classes; but even in this there was no sudden revolution in
the structure of classes.
Misuse of source:
In his comprehensive study, Renaissance Italy, Peter Laven discusses the peculiar
organization of Renaissance city-states: “The tenacious particularism of the Italian states
gave rise to a wide variety of constitutional solutions and class structures throughout Italy.
Even conquered territories and those swallowed up by bigger neighboring powers often
managed to retain much of their internal organization as it had been”(130). This means
that if power changed hands, the instruments and forms of power usually remained the

same. Since the economic needs of such territories did not suddenly alter with a change
of government or master, those classes which had been important before the change
tended to continue to be important afterwards as well. Only when the nature of the
change was economic and social might there have been a reversal in the relationships of
classes; but even in this there was no sudden revolution in the structure of classes.
Comment
This half-crediting of a source is a common form of plagiarism. It stems either from a
desire to credit one's source and copy it too, or from ignorance as to where to footnote.
The general rule is to footnote after rather than before your resource material. In this case,
the plagiarist credits historian Peter Laven with two quoted sentences and then continues
using the author without giving acknowledgement. The writer disguises the direct
plagiarism as a paraphrase by using the falsely-explanatory phrase "This means that ..." in
the third sentence. This example of plagiarism is especially reprehensible because the
writer seemingly acknowledges his source--but not enough. 3
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GROUP EXERCISE:
PRACTICE IDENTIFYING PLAGIARISM
Example 1:
Here’s the ORIGINAL text, from page 1 of Lizzie Borden: A Case Book of Family and
Crime in the 1890s by Joyce Williams et al.:
The rise of industry, the growth of cities, and the expansion of the population were the
three great developments of late nineteenth century American history. As new, larger,
steam-powered factories became a feature of the American landscape in the East, they
transformed farm hands into industrial laborers, and provided jobs for a rising tide of
immigrants. With industry came urbanization the growth of large cities (like Fall River,
Massachusetts, where the Bordens lived) which became the centers of production as well
as of commerce and trade.
Example 1A (below): Is this plagiarism? Why or why not?
The increase of industry, the growth of cities, and the explosion of the population were
three large factors of nineteenth century America. As steam-driven companies became
more visible in the eastern part of the country, they changed farm hands into factory
workers and provided jobs for the large wave of immigrants. With industry came the
growth of large cities like Fall River where the Bordens lived which turned into centers
of commerce and trade as well as production.
Example 1B (below): Is this plagiarism? Why or why not?
Fall River, where the Borden family lived, was typical of northeastern industrial cities of
the nineteenth century. Steam-powered production had shifted labor from agriculture to
manufacturing, and as immigrants arrived in the US, they found work in these new
factories. As a result, populations grew, and large urban areas arose. Fall River was one
of these manufacturing and commercial centers (Williams 1).
Example 1C (below): Is this plagiarism? Why or why not?
Fall River, where the Borden family lived, was typical of northeastern industrial cities of
the nineteenth century. As steam-powered production shifted labor from agriculture to
manufacturing, the demand for workers "transformed farm hands into industrial
laborers," and created jobs for immigrants. In turn, growing populations increased the
size of urban areas. Fall River was one of these hubs "which became the centers of
production as well as of commerce and trade" (Williams 1). 4
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Example 2:
Original Source : The Sun Also Rises by Ernest Hemingway. Cliffs Notes, n.d. Web. 4
August 2010.
THE DISCIPLINE OF THE CODE HERO
If the old traditional values are no good anymore, if they will not serve man, what values
then will serve man? Hemingway rejects things of abstract qualities courage, loyalty,
honesty, bravery. These are all just words. What Hemingway would prefer to have are
concrete things. For Hemingway a man can be courageous in battle on Tuesday morning
at 10 o'clock. But this does not mean that he will be courageous on Wednesday morning
at 9 o'clock. A single act of courage does not mean that a man is by nature courageous.
Or a man who has been courageous in war might not be courageous in some civil affair
or in some other human endeavor. What Hemingway is searching for are absolute values,
which will be the same, which will be constant at every moment of every day and every
day of every week.
Ultimately, therefore, for Hemingway the only value that will serve man is an innate
faculty of self-discipline. This is a value that grows out of man's essential being, in his
inner nature. If a man has discipline to face one thing on one day he will still possess that
same degree of discipline on another day and in another situation. Thus Francis
Macomber in the short story "The Short, Happy Life of Francis Macomber," has faced a
charging animal, and once he has had the resolution to stand and confront this charging
beast, he has developed within himself a discipline that will serve him in all situations.
This control can function in almost any way in a Hemingway work.
Example 2 (below): Is this plagiarism? Why or why not?
Hemingway tries to discover the values in life that will best serve man. Since
Hemingway has rejected traditional values, he himself establishes a kind of "code" for his
heroes. This code is better seen than spoken of. The Hemingway hero doesn't speak of
abstract qualities like courage and honesty. He lives them. But this living of values entails
continual performance the Hemingway hero is always having his values put to the test.
How can the hero be up to this continual test? Hemingway stresses the faculty of selfdiscipline as the backbone of all other virtues. Self-discipline places man's good qualities
on a continuum. The dramatic change in Francis Macomber in "The Short, Happy Life of
Francis Macomber" stems more from his new-found self-control than from any accidental
combination of traits. 5
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Student activity “Identifying Plagiarism” answer key:
Example 1:
Example 1A: PLAGIARISM
Why?
The preceding passage is considered plagiarism for two reasons:
• the writer has only changed around a few words and phrases, or changed the order
of the original’s sentences.
• the writer has failed to cite a source for any of the ideas or facts.
Example 1B: NOT PLAGIARISM
Why?
This is acceptable paraphrasing because the writer:
• accurately relays the information in the original
• uses her own words.
• lets her reader know the source of her information.
EXAMPLE 1C: NOT PLAGIARISM
Why?
This is acceptable paraphrasing because the writer:
• records the information in the original passage accurately.
• gives credit for the ideas in this passage.
• indicated which part is taken directly from her source by putting the passage in
quotation marks and citing the page number.
Note that if the writer had used these phrases or sentences in her own paper WITHOUT
putting quotation marks around them, she would be PLAGIARIZING.
Example 2: PARAPHRASE PLAGIARISM
This illustrates plagiarism since the writer used the notion of the "Hemingway
code hero" presented in Cliffs Notes as the sole basis for his own essay. He has absorbed
his source's concepts, re-phrased them, and, perhaps, made them simpler. But there is a
one-to-one relationship between the development of ideas in the Cliffs Notes and the
plagiarist’s rendition.
The first two sentences of the plagiarist's are directly borrowed from his source;
the remaining sentences are more artfully disguised. The worst feature of this ideacopying is that it seems to be the end product of a close reading of Hemingway's "Short,
Happy Life," the writer makes it appear that his comments are based on this short story.
The writing here would be acceptable if he had written the same paraphrase with the
proper acknowledgement of his source.

